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‘Phoenixx’ Marasciulo is Germany’s No. 1 tuning guru. He keeps 
presenting his most spectacular modified cars at tuning fairs throughout Europe 
best thing about them, they are completely street-legal! All modifying instructions in his first 
book are approved by German TÜV (technical inspection association) and can easily be 
applied without any legal consequences. 

His design ideas are inspired by motorsports legend Johnny Cecotto, DTM cars and also 
safety cars. His understanding of tuning implies basic tasks referring to wheel rims, foil 
application and chassis, but what he actually strives for are fundamental and extensive 

started to screw on his first moped at the age of 14, and when he was 16 his 
scooter had to be optimized. The moment he owned his first car at the age of 18, there was 
no stopping him from tuning and optimizing all kinds of cars. He works as an automotive 
salesperson and also acts as an event manger in tuning and motorsports.  
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